
Teacher 

- I work in the Department of foreign languages as a

teacher of italian, english and french to russian students 

- I work in the linguistic centre of the univerisity

providing students and adults english courses 

Belgorod  State  University  |  2019  -  to  present  

Tourist consultant 

- I provided tourists information about the city of

Neaples in three different languages : russian, english

and french. I was responsible for the sale of Artecard 

Infopoint  Via  dei  Tribunali  (Neaples) |  2016  

WORK  EXPERIENCE

FEDERICA
LEO
UN IVERS I TY  TEACHER  

MAIN  OBJECTIVE

after finishing my master degree in
Language, Society and
Communication at the University of
Bologna one year ago, I've been
working full-time in Russia as a
teacher of italian and  translator
freelance. I've got a particular interest
in social science and liguistics. My
work focuses primarly on academic
translating but I'm happy to consider
work from other fields and I have a
strond addictional interest in
subtitling. I guarantee maximun of
puntuality

CERTIFICATIONS  

- IELTS level C1 
- DALF Diplôme d'études en langue
française C2 
- TRKI - III / C1 russian as a foreing
language C1 
- certificate of completion of a seminar
of literary translation from russian to
italian 

CONTACT  DETAILS

Cell: +79300855954

Cell: +393342734100

federicaleo94@gmail.com

- Journalism

- translation

- interpreting 

- editing 

- proofreading 

- teaching 

MAIN  INTERESTS

Alma Mater Studiorum - University of

Bologna 

- degree in Language, Society and Communication

- traineeship of 5 months at the SouthWest university of

Kursk (Russia) as a teacher of italian 

- as a part of my master thesis I translated and subtitled

a russian movie into italian

Master  Degree  |  november  2016  -  march  2019

University of Neaples L'Orientale 

- Degree in linguistic mediation and translation

Bachelor   |  october  2013  -  october  2016  

ACADEMIC  HISTORY

my profile is on main social media 


